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Integrating the First Ray, the Will of God 

Cathy: Hello this is Dr. Cathy and welcome to what I know will be the beginning of an amazing month 

of healing. We're beginning a different kind of Encodement Intensive tonight. In the past, each 

Encodement Intensive consists of a 1-2 hour session. This Encodement Intensive on the 1st Ray begins 

a 4-week process of healing. I'm excited about the healing we will each receive. We will be expanding 

spiritually as we work with the 1st Ray energy which is all about the Will of God. I'll talk more about 

this later, but now, let's establish our Heart Source and Healing/Lecture Room.   

 

Heart Source 

 Let's begin by moving into your Heart Source.  Once you imprint the Heart Source within you, all you 

need do is to say, “Heart Source” to move back into it.  We have some new folks so I’ll take everybody 

through the steps.  It's always great to establish your Heart Source step-by-step. 

1. First, enter the front of your Heart Center and go deep within. If you find you're having a 

difficult time moving into the front your Heart Center, ask your Healing Team to use the Basic 

Plug-in to heal and balance anything preventing you from moving easily into the front of your 

Heart Center. 

2. Staying there, go to the back of your Heart Center and go deep within.  If you're having a 

difficult time moving into the back of your Heart Center, ask your Healing Team to use the 

Basic Plug-in to heal and balance anything preventing you from moving easily into the back 

of your Heart Center. 

3. Enter the front of your Third Eye and go deep within.  Again, if you're having a difficult time 

moving into the front of your Third Eye, ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to 

heal and balance anything preventing you from moving easily into the front of your Third 

Eye. 

4. Enter the back of your Third Eye and go deep within.  You are in four different dimensions 

now.  If you find you're having a difficult time moving into the back of your Third Eye, ask 

your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal and balance anything preventing you from 

moving easily into the back of your Third Eye. 

5. Here comes the fifth step.  Connect your Heart Center and your Third Eye with a beam of 

energy.  Just imagine or know it’s there.  Let's go ahead and ask our Healing Teams to use the 

Basic Plug-in to heal and balance anything preventing a strong connection between your 

Heart Center and your Third Eye. 

6. Send that beam of energy up to the center of the Universe.  Don’t worry about where that is.  

Tell your left brain to just calm down.  Again, ask you Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in 

to heal and balance anything preventing a strong connection to the Center of the Universe. 

7. Now send the beam of energy down into the center of the Earth.  Ask your Healing Team to 

use the Basic Plug-in to heal and balance anything preventing a strong connection to the 

Center of  the Earth. 

Right now, check again the different parts of your Heart Source.  If you sense there are any problems, 

ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in on each element.  At any time, if you're in a hurry, you 

can ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug on any element of the Heart Source that is not as 

strong as it could be.  
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When might you be in a hurry? You might be in the middle of an interaction with someone and notice 

you aren't in your Heart Source. You can say "Heart Source" and then ask your Healing Team to apply 

the Basic Plug-in to any element which is not as strong as it could be.     

 Now consciously connect with your Healing Team. Your Healing Team consists of your Body Soul, 

Soul Self, Encodement Technicians, Soul Healing Angels and any other Spiritual Beings you wish to 

be with you.   

Healing/Lecture Room 

Let's ask for the formation of our healing and lecture room. This places us within a protective 

energy so we can do our work. 

1. There is a floor of light below us 
2. There is a canopy of light above us 
3. A pillar of light is in each corner of the room.  
4. The Archangels of Michael's band surround the room from pillar to pillar to pillar to pillar to 

pillar. 
5. There is a pillar of light within the center of the room 
6. We invite beings from the inner plane to join us in the Central Pillar. You may invite anyone 

you wish. Buddha and Jesus are coming, as are the Archangels Michael and Raphael, Quan 
Yin, Mother Mary, the Encodement Formulator and whomever you would like to invite. Also 
coming in is El Morya, Djwahl Kuhl, Alice Bailey, Joshua David Stone and others I don't 
recognize. 

7. Let's also ask for the formation of our own individual healing rooms. This provides an area 
of energetic privacy for the healing. 

 

Preliminary Comments 

Most of you participated in the Encodement Intensive on aligning yourself to the energies of the 

Seven Rays. We worked with numerous elements of the Rays including the chohans and archangels 

of the rays. 

This is very different. We are going to be working on fully integrating the characteristics of each Ray 

within us. From all that I've read and from my own inner knowing, we must make the 

characteristics of each Ray a part of us for Ascension to occur. 

If you've heard Amma speak about Ascension, she has attempted to "tone down" the rhetoric about 

Ascension. She talks about Ascension as a graduation which occurs when you fulfill the 

requirements just like you graduate from High School when you complete all the course work. 

What we're going to be doing is spiritual work which involves commitment to aligning ourselves to 

the characteristics of the Sacred Rays. 

We begin with the First Ray of the Will of God, the beautiful Royal Blue Ray, because each step of 
our spiritual growth requires us to align our will with the will of God. As I've been studying for 

tonight, I've decided that, for me, being in alignment with the First Ray of the Will of God requires 

three things of me: acceptance, trust, and gratitude. Perhaps it will be different for you.  

I have more to say but you might prefer to hear from Amma. 
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If you would please send me a beam of energy from your heart to mine, I'd greatly appreciate it. The 

next one you hear will be Amma. 

Amma 

Hello, my precious ones. I am Amma the Divine Mother of the divine mothers and I am very much 

your mother. 

Those of you who have followed my messages through this one since the beginning, know the 

importance of daily personal healing. Every time you do self-healing, every time you work with 

someone to assist you in healing, you raise your vibration and the vibration of the planet. You 

remove the cause of blocks within you which interfere with you recognizing who it is you truly are. 

When you remove all the blocks of you knowing who you are, you would find your time here on this 

planet a virtual playground. 

You have read and heard about the wonderful energies coming onto the planet to assist you to 

moving to your next level of spiritual development, that which you call Ascension. The important 

word here is "assist." The energies work with your own vibration to give you a significant boost into 

attaining your goal of a higher level of spiritual growth and development, again that which you call 

Ascension. 

Many have the mistaken belief that the energy alone will move you to this place of Ascension. My 

dear ones, if I told you there was a rocket ship which would propel you to the fifth dimension, you 

would still need to take the necessary action to go to where the rocket ship is located and to get on 

it. The energies which have been flooding the planet for some years now are the rocket ship. It is 

your responsibility to do what is necessary to get onto that rocket ship.  

How do you do that? You align your energies with those of the Ascension energies. 

Several months ago, many of you participated in the Encodement Intensive of balancing yourself to 

the Sacred Rays. That Encodement Intensive aligned you to the energies of the Rays. You still have 

to align your thoughts, words, and actions to the energy of each particular Rays to make the best 

use of the energy in the power of that particular Ray. When you align your words, thoughts and 

actions to the energy of each specific Ray, you will move more quickly to your Ascension. It is the 

difference between moving your boat with the current or against the current. When you are with 

the current you get where you want much more quickly and easily than when you move against the 

current. 

Each Ray has specific characteristics within it. Yes, you were each born according to a particular 

Ray. You made a choice before you incarnated, to work with the energy of that particular Ray in this 

lifetime. That does not mean you work only with that Ray. You work with all of them.  

This month you will be working with the Ray of what is know as God's Will. This is the one Ray you 

must incorporate deeply within you to have the greatest progress toward your Ascension. This Ray, 

the Ray of God's Will, is needed in the integration of all the Rays of God. When you have mastered 

the Blue Ray, or as others say, the Blue Flame, you will have the foundation to more easily master 

the energies of the other Rays. 

This one mentioned earlier that, for her, the mastery of the Ray of God's Will involved acceptance, 

trust and gratitude. You, by the way, may come up with different words which are important to you 
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for the integration of the First Ray. Back to her words, I would change the order and say that this 

Ray involves trust, acceptance and gratitude. Notice that trust is first.  

Why is trust first? 

If you do not trust God in all things, how can you apply yourself fully to following God's Will? If you 

do not trust, you are saying that God's Will may be wrong for you. If you do not trust, you doubt that 

what is happening is for your good. You will look for other avenues. You will go in different 

directions. 

In this wonderful life of yours, you are to come to know yourself and be confident and happy with 

yourself. Your confidence in yourself is the development of your ego. I'm not using "ego" here in a 

pejorative sense. I'm using "ego," which means "I am," as that part of you who comes to know who 

you are in this lifetime. If you came here to be an artist, you come to know yourself as an amazing 

and talented artist. If you came to be an engineer, you have the knowledge and confidence to tackle 

the engineering projects you are trained for. I am using "ego" as your self-confidence and self-

esteem. 

Those with unshakable self-esteem come to know who they are within the Oneness, within God. 

They come to know they can trust completely and without reservation what is happening in their 

lives because God is in control. If you do not trust in the plan of God, which you knew well before 

you incarnated, then you resist what is happening in life. When you trust God you also trust your 

Soul Self, your I AM presence. 

Complete trust means total acceptance of what is happening in your life. Do not think that total 

acceptance means inaction. Acceptance is not passivity. Acceptance is one of the most powerful 

actions you will take. Acceptance means that you trust that whatever is happening within you and 

those around you is in accordance to the Will of God. 

Ahh, now we come to the difficult question of life. Does God will that you suffer horribly? No, that is 

not what God wills. God does not will suffering, torture, rape, the loss of loved ones or anything you 

can imagine which you would label "horror." You willed it. 

You made a decision to incarnate on a planet of free-will. You devised for yourself the plans for a 

lifetime on this planet of free will. You, with your Council, developed a script, some in great detail 

and others with broad possibilities, of what could happen in your life. Within this script is always 

the Will of God working with you and through you. Within this script is always the possibility of 

miracles. Within this script is the possibility that you and others will use their free-will in a way not 

preferred but allowed in possibility. 

Trust that God is working with you. Accept what is happening in your life. That means you don't 

resist on an emotional or spiritual level what is happening. Once you accept what is happening then 

you can decide what to do about it. If you have been diagnosed with the worst illness you can think 

of, when you accept that diagnosis, you can decide what type of medical care you are going to use or 

if you will use medical care at all. You cannot make any plans if you do not accept where you are. 

How can you know the path if you don't know the beginning? 

Once you have trusted and accepted, you are flowing within the energy of the First Ray. Now what 

do you do? You make plans. Are there steps to take to move forward? Always. Do those steps 

involve leaving people and dreams behind? Sometimes. Do you sit back and just "wait upon the 
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Lord" as the Hebrew scriptures say? Perhaps. You follow what you feel motivated to do from the 

deepness of your heart. You trust that God is involved and you wait to see how it all unfolds. It is not 

a place of inaction. Both following your inner knowing and waiting upon the unfolding are active. 

This is where gratitude comes in. When you are in a place of gratitude for what is unfolding in your 

life, you are also standing in the place of trust and acceptance. Gratitude is an energy which opens 

your entire energy field. Gratitude opens you to the possibilities hidden within your Encodement 

System you aren't aware of. Gratitude allows for high vibration energy to pass through your DNA 
and activate Encodements which need high vibration energy in order to activate.  

Gratitude is the active display of trust and acceptance. 

Now, my dear ones, it is time to move to the Encodement Intensive which will assist you in moving 

more easily upon the waves of the Sacred Flame of God's Will. 

My blessings to each of you. I am Amma the Divine Mother of the divine mothers and I am your 

mother. 

 

Additional Preparation 

When Amma gave me the above message, the Serenity Prayer came to mind. Most people don't 

know that what most people consider the Serenity Prayer is only half of the prayer given to us by 

Christian theologian Reinhold Niebuhr. I want to give you the entire prayer as I believe it 

summarizes what Amma talked about. This prayer has a Christian bent which doesn't completely 

follow my beliefs.  

God grant me the serenity 

to accept the things I cannot change;  

courage to change the things I can;  

and wisdom to know the difference. 

 

Living one day at a time;  

enjoying one moment at a time;  

accepting hardships as the pathway to peace;  

taking, as He did, this sinful world 

as it is, not as I would have it;  

trusting that He will make all things right 

if I surrender to His Will;  

that I may be reasonably happy in this life 

and supremely happy with Him 

forever in the next.  

Amen. 

 

Before we begin the actual Encodement Intensive, I want to summarize what we're going to do. 

First, you need to set your intention. I hope you received the "preparation" email I sent you today. I 

want you to decide on one thing you're going to focus on this month where you are going to apply 
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your will. For me, it will be using my will to overcome the addictive relationship I have with sugar 

and processed foods. 

In the email I sent I gave you suggestions: 
 
• Trust that all is happening as it is meant to be 
• Eliminate complaining 
• Eliminate judging others 
• Adjusting your eating patterns 
• Adjust use of television, social media and anything else you get "lost" in 
• Eliminating sarcasm 
• Eliminating lack of kindness 
• Surrendering to God's will 
• Release control over people, places and things 
• Release addictions 
• Anything within you that requires your will to align yourself to where you want to be 

 
Take a moment now to set your intention for what will be your focus for this month that will 
strengthen the First Ray energies of God's Will. 
 
Some of what we will balance tonight will allow you to go on a deeper level to what we balanced in 
other Encodement Intensive. Just know that anything that appears to be a repetition for you is not. 
It always goes on a deeper level. A metaphor – you go outside and you dig a hole in the backyard. 
The next day you go again and dig further into that hole. Your digging in the same place but the hole 
gets deeper. You're not repeating the same action without producing a different result. 
 
Everything that we do today, and we do the rest of the four weeks, will be connected and in 
alignment with the First Ray energy of God's Will. We will also ask for the gift of being flooded with 
the beautiful First Ray of royal blue and be connected to all beings who work closely with the first 
Ray. 
 
As well as working on an emotional and spiritual level, we are also going to ask for changes on a 
physiological level. For example, we know that "bad habits" are not just an act of the will. They also 
involve pathways that were formed in the brain. We know that breaking addiction is not just an 
emotional issue. Addiction works on the pleasure centers of the brain. We'll be asking your Healing 
Team to release Encodements in the pleasure centers of your brain. 
 

Encodement Intensive 

Since you've been listening a great deal, let's be sure we're in our Heart Source. Say, "Heart Source." 
 
Connect with your Healing Team. Within your Healing Team are Encodement Technicians and Soul 
Healing Angels. 
 
Tell your Healing Team your intention. Here's an example: "Healing Team, I ask you to assist me 
this month in aligning myself with the energy of the First Ray and Sacred Flame pertaining to the 
Will of God. I wish to fully integrate the energy of the First Ray within me." Let me give you a 
moment to do that. You may also add something like, "I would like to apply this to my relationship 
with food." 
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The first thing we're going to do is ask your Healing Team to link your energy to the beautiful blue 
ray of the First Ray known as the Will of God. 
 

• We ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to remove, heal, and balance any 
energies interfering with you integrating the energy of the First Ray. 

• We ask your Healing Team to align your Encodement System to the integration of the Blue 
Flame of the First Ray. 

• We ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to remove any and all 
implants in any of our bodies, physical, emotional, energetic, spiritual. 

• We ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to remove any energy 
attachments sent by others which are invading your energy field. 

• We ask your Healing Team to use the Curse Removal Plug-in to neutralize and remove any 
energetic components of any curses. We ask them to combine the Curse Removal Plug-in 
with the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-In to remove any curses originating from any time. We 
also ask that these curses be eliminated from any dimension. 

• We ask your Healing Team to implement the Curse Removal Plug-in for any curse which is 
transmitted through the family line. 

• Bring your intention to mind, ask your Healing Team to implement the Basic Plug-in to 
remove any interference from any outside source, or from yourself, which will interfere 
with your exercise of your will to be in alignment with the Will of God and to be in 
alignment with the energy of the First Ray. 

 
We're now going to move to physiology. 

• Were asking your Healing Team to implement the Body Talk process of balancing your 
brain to the Circulation of the lymph, blood, nerves, meridians, and other energies.  

• We ask that they implement the Basic Plug-in to remove, heal, and balance anything 
interfering with the functioning of the brain so that your brain may work in harmony with 
you integrating the First Ray energies. 

• We ask that they implement the Basic Plug-in to remove, heal, and balance anything 
interfering with what is known as the hypothalamus – pituitary – adrenal axis which is a 
circuit implemented by fear. 

• We ask that your Healing Team go back in time to the initial incident which activated the 
fear axis within you. We ask that they use the Basic Plug-in to remove, heal, and balance 
your brain at that time. Remember that the Basic Plug-in includes the Soul Healing Prayer 
which returns to you any disassociated parts of yourself during that time. 

• We ask that this be repeated for the next incident which had the greatest activation of the 
fear axis within you. 

• Now for the next incident which had the greatest activation of the fear axis. 
 
Now we are going to work with various characteristics and behavior patterns which are of the First 
Ray or affect our integration of the First Ray. As we do this, I want you to keep in your awareness 
what you are going to be working with over this month to strengthen and integrate the First Ray 
energies. 
 
Let's begin with trust. A little self-reflection. Rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 5 with these self 
reflection questions. This will give you an idea of the areas you need to work on. 

• How much anxiety do you have about your present circumstances? One is not at all and five 
is extreme. 

• How much fear do you have about your future? One is not at all and five is extreme. 
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• How much fear do you have for your spouse, partner, children or loved ones? One is not at 
all and five is extreme. 

• How often do you worry about things beyond your control? One is not at all and five is 
extreme. 

• How often do you attempt to get your spouse, partner, children, loved ones, or 
acquaintances to do what you think they need to do? One is not at all and five is extreme. 

• How often do you attempt to convince someone that your way of thinking or acting is the 
best? One is not at all and five is extreme. 

 
I think that's enough. Your answers to the above questions probably give you enough information 
as to where your trust level of God is. 
 
Now some Encodement work on this: 
 

• We ask that your Healing Team go back in time to the initial incident, no matter where it 
was in time, no matter what dimension, no matter what lifetime, which activated your 
mistrust of God. We ask that they use the Basic Plug-in to remove, heal, and balance the 
wound itself and any changes to your brain or physiology that passed down to you.  

• We ask that this be repeated for the next incident which reinforced the idea you could not 
trust God. 

• Now for the next incident which reinforced the idea you could not trust God 
• We ask your Encodement Team to activate all Encodements for trusting God,  
• to repair all damaged and altered Natural Encodements for trusting God. 
• To create any Encodements needed for trusting God fully and completely. 
• We ask that all areas of the brain and physiology active during times of trust be fully 

activated. 
 

Connect with the chohan of the First Ray who is El Morya. Ask that he download into you the 
characteristics needed for the First Ray. These characteristics are: courage, certainty, power, 
forthrightness, self-reliance, dependability, faith and initiative. 
 
We will now do Encodement Work to further integrate these energies. 
 

Courage 

 
• Ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal, balance and remove anything 

interfering with activating your courage. 
• Ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to heal, balance and remove 

anything interfering with activating your courage. 
• Ask your Healing Team to use the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-in to heal, balance and 

remove anything interfering with activating your courage. We ask for this to also extend 
over dimensions and well as through the genetic line. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Belief Plug-in to install the following beliefs: 
 
I am courageous. 
I am fearless. 
I listen to my inner knowing. 
With God I can do anything. 
I trust God to direct and guide me. 
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I trust that God is directing my life. 
I trust my Soul Self. 
I know that I am growing and expanding each time I exercise my will to stay in alignment with 
God's will. 

 
Certainty 
 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal, balance and remove anything 
interfering with activating your certainty regarding the Will of God. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to heal, balance and remove 
anything interfering with activating your certainty regarding the Will of God. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-in to heal, balance and 
remove anything interfering with activating your certainty regarding the Will of God. We 
ask for this to also extend over dimensions and well as through the genetic line. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Belief Plug-in to install the following beliefs: 
 
I am certain that God loves me. 
I am certain that Ascension is my path. 
I am certain that I have the strength and courage to mold my will to the Will of God. 
I am certain that I am Love Incarnate. 

 
Power 
 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal, balance and remove anything 
interfering with your right use of power according to the Will of God. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to heal, balance and remove 
anything interfering with your right use of power according to the Will of God. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-in to heal, balance and 
remove anything interfering with your right use of power according to the Will of God. We 
ask for this to also extend over dimensions as well as through the genetic line. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Belief Plug-in to install the following beliefs: 
 
I am the Power and the Presence of God. 
I use my personal Power for the highest good of humanity. 
I align my Power with the Power of God. 
I release all which keeps me from using my personal power. 
I stand in my truth. 
I speak my truth where appropriate. 
I use my Power to discern right action for me in situation. 
I align my Power to the First Ray of God's Will. 
I use my Power to expand Love upon the planet. 

 
Forthrightness (Straightforward and Honest) 
 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal, balance and remove anything 
interfering with you being forthright, straightforward and honest in thought, word and 
action. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to heal, balance and remove 
anything interfering with you being forthright, straightforward and honest in thought, word 
and action. 
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• Ask your Healing Team to use the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-in to heal, balance and 
remove anything interfering with you being forthright, straightforward and honest in 
thought, word and action. We ask for this to also extend over dimensions and well as 
through the genetic line. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Belief Plug-in to install the following beliefs: 
 
I am honest with myself about my motives. 
I am honest with others. 
I speak honestly and straightforwardly. 
I am honest with God about myself. 
I take time to listen to God speaking within my heart. 

 
Self-reliance  
 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal, balance and remove anything 
interfering with you being self-reliant. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to heal, balance and remove 
anything interfering with you being self-reliant. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-in to heal, balance and 
remove anything interfering with you being self-reliant. We ask for this to also extend over 
dimensions and well as through the genetic line. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Victim Consciousness Removal Plug-in to remove from 
you Victim Consciousness. We ask them to use this plug-in in conjunction with the Healing 
Over Lifetimes Plug-in and the Shadow Removal Plug-in. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Belief Plug-in to install the following beliefs: 
 
I take full responsibility for my thoughts, words and actions. 
I revel in the power which comes from being self-reliant. 
I am creative when it comes to solving my problems. 
When I slip into victim consciousness, I immediately move back into self-reliance. 
It is my responsibility to connect with my Soul Self. 
I daily ask for the activation of self-reliance through the energy of the Blue Flame of the 1st 
Ray. 

 
Dependability 
 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal, balance and remove anything 
interfering with you being dependable in thought, work and deed. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to heal, balance and remove 
anything interfering with you being dependable in thought, work and deed. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-in to heal, balance and 
remove anything interfering with you being dependable in thought, work and deed. We ask 
for this to also extend over dimensions and well as through the genetic line. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Belief Plug-in to install the following beliefs: 
 
I can depend upon myself. 
Others can depend upon me. 
God can depend upon me. 
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Faith  
 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal, balance and remove anything 
interfering with you having faith in yourself, your Soul Self and in God. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to heal, balance and remove 
anything interfering with you having faith in yourself, your Soul Self and in God. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-in to heal, balance and 
remove anything interfering with you being with you having faith in yourself, your Soul Self 
and in God. We ask for this to also extend over dimensions and well as through the genetic 
line. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Belief Plug-in to install the following beliefs: 
 
I have faith in myself. 
I have faith that my Soul Self developed the perfect life plan for my expansion and Ascension. 
I have more than faith. I know I can depend upon God. 
I have faith that all that happens leads to my expansion and my Ascension. 
I have faith that I can move through the most difficult of times. 
I have faith that my spiritual support team is present. 
 

Initiative 
 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Basic Plug-in to heal, balance and remove anything 
interfering with you taking the initiative for spiritual expansion. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Implant Removal Plug-in to heal, balance and remove 
anything interfering with you taking the initiative for spiritual expansion. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Healing Over Lifetimes Plug-in to heal, balance and 
remove anything interfering with you taking the initiative for spiritual expansion. We ask 
for this to also extend over dimensions and well as through the genetic line. 

• Ask your Healing Team to use the Belief Plug-in to install the following beliefs: 
 
I take the initiative to do what I need to do to assure my expansion and Ascension. 
I quickly and easily release all that keeps me from spiritual expansion. 
I immediately release all I no longer need when I become aware of it. 
 

Closing Comments 
 
And there ends the first part! 
 
Now that Amma has done this part, she will now tell me what to share with you over the next four 
weeks. She tells me there will be at least three messages per week. I know she wants to put together 
a guided imagery video, but I'm not sure when that will be ready. She has me doing a great deal 
right now. I think I need to ask for time expansion! 
 
I will send you emails letting you know when the material is ready. I will create a page where you 
can refer to all she gives us over the next four weeks. It will be the same page for everything with 
the same password. That way you'll be able to review everything whenever you feel the urge. 
 
I hope you are ready for this amazing adventure. I know I am. 
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Blessings to you! 


